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such as the flaying of carcases, the dressing of skins,
and the burning of bricks, outside the walls.1
A third reason for the prohibition of night work was
that candlelight not only made good work more difficult,
but made bad work more easy. Not only was it easy
to pass off faked leather and other deceitful goods by
the uncertain, artificial light, which was one of the causes
that moved the Council to try to put down ' eveche-
pyngs',2 or evening markets, in London, but it also-
enabled fraudulent workmen to avoid the eye of the
vigilant searcher or inspector.3 All such evasion and
secrecy was rightly regarded as suspicious, and at
Bristol, to take a single instance, weavers had to work
at looms visible from the public street, and not in cellars
or upstair rooms,4 the better class of furs had also to be
worked in public,5 and ale might not be sold in private.6
The mediaeval system of search or inspection was very
thorough, in theory and, so far as we can judge, in
practice also. The search of weights and measures,
provisions, cloth, and tanned leather usually belonged
to the mayor or equivalent borough officer, or in country
districts to the manorial lord; but usually with other
manufacturers, and very often in the case of cloth and
leather, the mayor deputed the duty of search to
members of the craft gilds elected and sworn for that
purpose. Where the articles made affected more than
one craft it was usual to grant joint rights of search to
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